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INTRODUCTION
Organizations looking to optimize their data centers to increase performance and
reliability while also reducing downtime and cost turn to x86-based servers. These
organizations choose the x86-based architecture due to simplicity as well as its
compatibility with existing hardware, low levels of downtime, low latency and high
levels of security. As a result of their widespread deployment, x86-based servers often run organizations’
business-critical and mission-critical workloads, underscoring the need for x86-based server vendors to
meet stringent customer expectations for server quality, reliability and performance.
Technology Business Research, Inc.’s (TBR) analysis of x86-based customer satisfaction and purchase drivers
continues to show that organizations’ purchase decisions are driven by critically important attributes such as
initial hardware quality; performance; ongoing hardware reliability; virtualization, efficiency, scalability;
product design/features; and TCO. To drive high satisfaction, x86-based server vendors must meet customer
expectations for these attributes as organizations work to simplify their IT environments, decrease
downtime and increase efficiency. This is especially important today as organizations shift their IT
investments away from simply maintaining systems and instead look to leverage their IT investments to
innovate and drive growth while also attempting to decrease costs through efficiency gains and lower levels
of complexity.
TBR has tracked IT hardware purchaser satisfaction since 1997. Our research on the topic currently includes
bi-annual surveys of 300 North America IT decision makers responsible for purchasing x86 servers that are
analyzed and published in TBR’s Corporate IT Buying Behavior and Customer Satisfaction Study: North
America – x86-based Servers (CSAT x86-based Servers Study). In 2017 TBR initiated another bi-annual
research stream, with approximately 300 surveys of IT decision makers responsible for purchasing servers in
the United Kingdom, Germany and Japan, creating the Corporate IT Buying Behavior and Customer
Satisfaction Study: EMEA and APAC – x86-based Servers.
In both studies, which were conducted in 1H18 and measured
Overall TBR Weighted Satisfaction Index
22 satisfaction attributes among Dell EMC, Hewlett Packard
score (0-100)
Enterprise (HPE) and Lenovo customers, Lenovo generated the
highest score in TBR’s Weighted Satisfaction Index. Lenovo
North America
EMEA/APAC
outscored its competitors in 19 of the 22 attributes in North
America and 18 of the 22 attributes in EMEA and APAC.
Lenovo
86.2
78.2
Lenovo’s overall TBR Weighted Satisfaction Index score in North
Dell EMC
83.5
74.8
America, which includes sales, product and service attributes as
well as brand loyalty, was 86.2 out of a possible 100, compared
HPE
80.0
77.7
to Dell EMC and HPE, which scored 83.5 and 80.0, respectively.
In EMEA and APAC, Lenovo scored 78.2 out of a possible 100,
compared to 74.8 and 77.7 for Dell EMC and HPE, respectively. 1H18 marks the ninth consecutive North
America-based TBR study and third consecutive EMEA and APAC-based TBR study in which Lenovo
outperformed Dell EMC and HPE in overall x86-based server customer satisfaction. TBR believes the results
reflect Lenovo’s ability to consistently meet customer expectations for high-quality hardware across
multiple regions.
1

Lenovo has placed first in the last eight publications of TBR’s North America CSAT x86-based Servers Study: 1Q15, 2Q15, 3Q15,
4Q15, 1H16, 2H16, 1H17 and 2H17. In 2016 TBR reduced the frequency of the CSAT study from quarterly to semiannually.
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MEETING CUSTOMER EXPECTATIONS HELPS VENDORS
DRIVE HIGH LEVELS OF SATISFACTION
For each half-year period, TBR calculates the sales, product, and services and support attributes most
important to customer satisfaction at that time for its CSAT x86-based Servers studies. In TBR’s 1H18
North America study, customers rated performance; ongoing hardware reliability; initial hardware
quality; virtualization, efficiency, scalability; product design/features; and TCO as the most critical
attributes to overall satisfaction with their x86-based servers. Customers in EMEA and APAC also cited
initial hardware quality; performance; ongoing hardware reliability; and virtualization, efficiency,
scalability as critical attributes. In addition, customers in those regions also consider the following
attributes to be critical: ongoing services and maintenance, replacement parts availability and
management capabilities.
TBR’s 20-year history of surveying x86-based server customers has shown that customers consistently
rank product-related attributes as critically important to their purchase decisions. Dell EMC, HPE and
Lenovo have a long history of being able to provide customers with satisfactory experiences in these
areas, but during 1H18 Lenovo achieved the highest level or tied for the highest level of satisfaction in
five out of seven product-related attributes in North America and six out of seven in EMEA and APAC.
Lenovo’s ability to generate leading satisfaction in both the North America and EMEA and APAC studies
demonstrates the capabilities of the vendor to provide a satisfactory experience and meet customer
expectation for the most critical attributes.
While product attributes such as quality, reliability and performance are table stakes for any vendor’s
server hardware, service and support provide an additional area of differentiation. Attributes such as
replacement parts availability and ongoing services and maintenance rank highly in terms of influencing
purchase decisions and have become increasingly important for Lenovo and other server vendors to
meet and exceed customer expectations. These attributes are important to build strong relationships
through positive interactions that loyal customer bases depend upon. In both the 1H18 North America
study and 1H18 EMEA and APAC study, Lenovo met customer expectations in these areas and more, as
the vendor earned the highest score in TBR’s Sales Satisfaction Index as well as the Services Satisfaction
Index.

PERFORMANCE
Organizations in North America as well as in
EMEA and APAC cite performance as the most
“Lenovo servers consistently meet and exceed
important attribute during their purchase decision as
what was promised in terms of performance.”
performance has a direct impact on their operations.
Meeting or exceeding customer expectations for
— IT Director, Manufacturing, United States
performance will help ensure that customers’ data
centers do not prevent them from meeting their
operational and strategic goals due to the businesscritical and mission-critical workloads run on these servers. As a result, customers repeatedly choose to
use x86-based servers instead of alternatives such as public cloud, off-premises private cloud or
proprietary servers due to their performance, which offers many organizations the best balance
between cost and real-world functionality.
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INITIAL HARDWARE QUALITY AND
ONGOING RELIABILITY
With organizations worldwide deploying x86based servers to support their business-critical
and mission-critical workloads, customers
consistently report that initial hardware quality
and ongoing hardware reliability are two of the
most critical attributes in the purchase decision
process. Providing x86-based servers that meet
or exceed expectations in these areas helps
boost customer satisfaction as initial hardware
quality and ongoing reliability directly impact
an organization’s ability to limit downtime and
control costs. Additionally, vendors can
establish positive long-term customer
relationships and build their brand loyalty by
meeting customer expectations on quality and
reliability. These attributes help vendors to
build trust and demonstrate their value
proposition to customers.

SERVICE AND SUPPORT
The x86-based server architecture
offers organizations familiarity, simplicity and
compatibility, leading many organizations to
continue to use x86-based servers.
Organizations also benefit from a consistent
architecture by being able to rely on in-house IT
support staff who are more familiar with these
servers than other alternatives. However, many
organizations have complex data centers that
rely on a variety of on-premises and offpremises environments. The complexity of
these data centers results in many
organizations turning to their server vendor to
supplement internal capabilities with additional
service and support offerings. Furthermore,
while product-related attributes are often the
most critical to the purchase decision, service
and support attributes such as replacement
parts availability and on-site response time are
often close behind in the rankings. Server
vendors can benefit from focusing on delivering
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services and support that ensure a high level of
availability and quick response times that meet
or exceed customer expectations in these
areas.

TOTAL COST OF OWNERSHIP
As many organizations adopt cloud
technologies for infrastructure, platform or
software needs, the thinking about IT budgets
has changed, with companies looking to
minimize TCO while also leveraging these
investments for innovation to get as much
value as possible from their data centers.
Organizations are looking beyond the initial
purchase price to better understand additional
costs related to operating servers on premises,
such as parts, repairs, cooling and power
consumption, to ensure they maximize the
value of their investments in their data centers.
As a result, x86-based server vendors can
benefit by designing and producing servers that
generate high levels of performance, quality
and reliability and are also highly efficient and
provide organizations with a cost-effective
solution. Additionally, in both North America
and EMEA and APAC, customers who were
unlikely to purchase from their vendor again
often cited dissatisfaction with TCO, expense
and poor value as the main reasons. This
demonstrates the importance of the cost of the
server over its entire life cycle in not only
acquiring new customers but also retaining the
existing customer base.
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LENOVO RANKS NO. 1 IN 19 OF 22 ATTRIBUTES IN NORTH AMERICA
TBR’s 1H18 North America CSAT x86-based Servers Study revealed that Lenovo outperformed Dell EMC
and HPE in 19 out of 22 attributes during that period, with the vendor finishing slightly behind Dell EMC
in purchase price/acquisition cost, initial hardware quality and product design/features. Since Lenovo’s
acquisition of IBM’s System x portfolio of servers, Lenovo has continued to advance its own data center
portfolio, including not only x86-based servers but also hyperconverged offerings built on its x86-based
servers. During the first half of 2017 Lenovo restructured its server business into two brands,
ThinkSystem and ThinkAgile, demonstrating the vendor’s commitment to the server market. Lenovo has
seen customer satisfaction improve since the restructuring, indicating that the organization continues to
meet customer expectations. The ongoing developments of its x86-based server portfolio through
investments in R&D and partnerships provide the momentum necessary to meet these expectations
consistently and drive the improvements in customer satisfaction. Lenovo has consistently outscored its
peers, Dell EMC and HPE, in TBR’s North America CSAT x86-based Servers Study since early 2015. As a
result, TBR believes Lenovo is well positioned to continue to meet its customers’ expectations and grow
its customer base.
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LENOVO OUTPERFORMED ITS COMPETITION IN 18 OF 22 ATTRIBUTES IN EMEA AND APAC
TBR’s 1H18 EMEA and APAC CSAT x86-based Servers Study determined that Lenovo had the No. 1
industry ranking in 18 attributes, including 10 ties with Dell EMC and/or HPE. Lenovo trailed its
competitors in ongoing hardware reliability, phone support availability, on-site response time and
replacement parts availability. Based on this 1H18 performance, Lenovo has maintained the highest TBR
Weighted Satisfaction Index score since the inception of the EMEA and APAC research in 2017,
demonstrating Lenovo’s ability to meet customer expectations for product-, sales- and service-related
attributes outside North America. As a result, TBR believes Lenovo is well positioned to capture market
share and advance its strategic expansion goals across the globe. Additionally, strong satisfaction across
geographies for not only server hardware but also the services and support associated with x86-based
servers positions Lenovo to be able to tap into demand from multinational organizations seeking a
consistent, reliable and satisfactory experience across all of their data centers and locations.

INITIAL HARDWARE QUALITY AND
ONGOING RELIABILITY
Since 2015, Lenovo has maintained the No. 1
industry ranking in TBR’s North America CSAT
x86-based Servers Study for ongoing reliability
and the No. 1 or No. 2 ranking for initial
hardware quality, attributes customers have
consistently ranked within the top five most
critical attributes to their purchase decisions. In
TBR’s EMEA and APAC CSAT x86-based Servers
Study, Lenovo has further solidified this
position by establishing itself as the No. 1 or
No. 2 vendor for both attributes in EMEA and
APAC. While these attributes should be
considered table stakes, Lenovo’s ability to
consistently deliver the highest level of
satisfaction for these attributes gives the
vendor a competitive advantage. This
advantage can help Lenovo influence customer
purchase decisions, especially among
organizations that utilize x86-based servers for
business-critical and mission-critical workloads
and are also concerned with downtime or
costly repairs during the server’s life cycle.

VIRTUALIZATION, EFFICIENCY,
SCALABILITY
Organizations have increased their focus on
virtualization, efficiency and scalability as
adoption of cloud technologies have disrupted
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the traditional data center market. The result
has been organizations adapting to these
changes and building their data centers to
operate more like public clouds. This approach
provides additional benefits for organizations
as they are able to quickly and efficiently scale
their data centers up and down using
virtualization to create additional resources on
demand without
needing to purchase
additional hardware.
“Lenovo servers are the
Additionally, this
best ... [The company has]
allows organizations
the most state-of-the-art
to maintain a high
level of efficiency in
equipment and [is] always
their data centers,
working to be ahead of
reduce cooling and
the game.”
power consumption
— IT Director, Education
expenses, and
– Public, United States
generate cost savings
for the organization.
In TBR’s 1H18 North
America CSAT x86based Servers Study and 1H18 EMEA and APAC
CSAT x86-based Servers Study, Lenovo ranks
ahead of both Dell EMC and HPE in
virtualization, scalability, efficiency satisfaction,
confirming Lenovo’s ability to meet customer
expectations for lower costs and greater
efficiency.
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PERFORMANCE
Organizations rely on x86-based
servers to run mission-critical and businesscritical workloads. As a result, server
performance is critical for many organizations
due to its ability to directly impact the
organization’s business operations and have
negative impacts on the company’s overall
performance if it does not meet customer
expectations. In TBR’s North America CSAT x86based Servers Study, Lenovo has consistently
been ranked No. 1 in performance satisfaction
since 1H15. TBR believes Lenovo’s ability to
dependably meet customer expectations and
induce high levels of satisfaction from server
performance positions the vendor well to
capture additional market share, especially
among midsize and enterprise customers
requiring high-quality, high-performance x86based servers.

PURCHASE PRICE AND TCO
Purchase price and TCO remain key
factors in purchase decisions as customers seek
a balance between product and services
attributes and overall value. Lenovo has led Dell
EMC and HPE TCO satisfaction in TBR’s North
America CSAT x86-based Servers Study since
the beginning of 2015 and finished No. 1 or No.
2 in purchase price/acquisition cost satisfaction
as well during that time. Lenovo also ranked
No. 1 in both attributes in TBR’s EMEA and
APAC CSAT x86-based Servers Study in 1H18.
With organizations focusing more on the
overall value and cost of data center hardware
and less on the vendor with the lowest initial
purchase price, TBR believes Lenovo’s ability to
constantly score as the top vendor for TCO
affords Lenovo an advantage and positions the
vendor to continue to grow its market share in
the x86-based server market despite the
vendor not always having the lowest purchase
price/acquisition cost.
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SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Organizations are turning to their data
centers to drive innovation, with investments
shifting away from simply maintaining existing
infrastructure to becoming more focused on
enabling growth opportunities and supporting
business operations. As a result, these
organizations are becoming increasingly
focused on service and support for their servers
to minimize downtime and maximize the return
on investment. While some buyers’ belief that
there is little difference in hardware from one
x86-based server vendor to another has led
them to switch to ODMs to save on initial
purchase cost, most organizations lack the
internal resources to manage their IT
environment completely in-house, creating a
need to augment their staff with services and
support from their vendors. This is an area in
which ODMs lack the same capabilities as the
OEM vendors, giving Dell EMC, HPE and Lenovo
an advantage in the market despite the higher
initial purchase prices of their offerings. These
services and support offerings provide the tools
and resources necessary for customers to meet
the requirements of their businesses, such as
minimizing server downtime, deploying
additional x86-based solutions, and
troubleshooting issues quickly and costeffectively.
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TBR’s North America CSAT x86-based Servers Study and EMEA and APAC CSAT x86-based Servers Study
surveyed IT decision makers on their satisfaction levels for nine attributes related to the services and
support of their organizations’ x86-based servers. In 1H18 Lenovo received a No. 1 ranking in all nine
service and support attributes in North America and six out of nine attributes in EMEA and APAC,
indicating that the vendor provides leading satisfaction in this area across all regions. Lenovo’s scores in
the EMEA and APAC study were closer to its competitors’, with Dell EMC ranking No. 1 in two attributes
(tying with Lenovo in online technical support) and HPE ranking No. 1 in five attributes (tying with
Lenovo in phone support availability, on-site technical support, and ongoing services and maintenance).
Lenovo was outscored by peers in the region in phone support availability, on-site response time and
replacement parts availability. Overall, Lenovo’s ability to provide industry-leading levels of satisfaction
with its services and support offerings gives organizations the peace of mind to entrust Lenovo to
manage server infrastructure, thereby reducing the time spent managing, repairing and maintaining
servers and allowing organizations to spend more time on higher-value business tasks.

CONCLUSION
Since acquiring IBM’s System x business in 2014, Lenovo’s x86-based servers
have consistently outperformed customer expectations, helping the vendor to
achieve some of the highest TBR Weighted Satisfaction Index scores in the
history of TBR’s North America CSAT x86-based Servers Study. As a result,
Lenovo has remained in the No. 1 spot overall since 1H15. In 2017 TBR launched its semiannual tracker
of customer satisfaction in the United Kingdom, Germany and Japan for its EMEA and APAC CSAT x86based Servers Study. In 1H18 Lenovo performed almost as impressively in EMEA and APAC as it did in
North America, leading Dell EMC and HPE in 18 out of 22 attributes, compared to 19 out of 22 in North
America. Lenovo’s ability to generate industry-leading satisfaction scores across multiple regions of the
globe, along with its continuous investments in its x86-based server portfolio, position the vendor well
to compete against market peers into the future.
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ABOUT TBR’S CSAT STUDIES
TBR measures the expectations, satisfaction and loyalty of enterprise customers in its quarterly CSAT studies. TBR
measures satisfaction on a seven-point Likert scale, with 1.00 being extremely dissatisfied, 4.00 being neutral and
7.00 being extremely satisfied. On a semiannual basis, TBR surveys 300 individuals responsible for purchasing x86
-based servers at U.S.-based enterprises with more than 500 employees for its North America CSAT x86-based
Servers Study. In addition, TBR surveys 300 individuals responsible for purchasing x86-based servers at U.K.-,
Germany- and Japan-based enterprises with more than 500 employees for its EMEA and APAC CSAT x86-based
Servers Study. TBR ranks major vendors in each area through indices including sales satisfaction, product
satisfaction, service satisfaction and loyalty.

ABOUT TBR
Technology Business Research, Inc. is a leading independent technology market research
and consulting firm specializing in the business and financial analyses of hardware,
software, professional services, telecom and enterprise network vendors, and operators.
Serving a global clientele, TBR provides timely and actionable market research and
business intelligence in formats that are tailored to clients’ needs. Our analysts are available to further address
client-specific issues or information needs on an inquiry or proprietary consulting basis.

FOR MORE INFORMATION
TBR has been empowering corporate decision makers since 1996. For more information, visit www.tbri.com.
This report is based on information made available to the public by the vendor and other public sources. No representation is made that this
information is accurate or complete. Technology Business Research will not be held liable or responsible for any decisions that are made
based on this information. The information contained in this report and all other TBR products is not and should not be construed to be
investment advice. TBR does not make any recommendations or provide any advice regarding the value, purchase, sale or retenti on of
securities. This report is copyright-protected and supplied for the sole use of the recipient. ©Contact Technology Business Research, Inc. for
permission to reproduce.
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